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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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from the public eye by age 29, lost in a haze of
intense mental illness and dying as a fugitive
in Iceland. Not what you’d expect but learn
more from this deeply compelling graphic
novel. Written by Julian Voloj with art from
Wagner Willian. 176 pages for $24.99

Birdcage Bottom Books
The Cola Pop Creemees: Opening Act GN:
Seven stories starring the five members of the
eponymous psychedelic rock band, The Cola
Pop Creemees, tackling depression, anxiety,
trauma, family, addiction, obsession, love and

all that jazz–funnier than you’d think based on
this description! Written and drawn by
Desmond Reed. 240 pages for $15

Steady Rollin’: A Life in Pictures GN:
Starting as a hardscrabble misfit and minister's
son in the Bible Belt, followed by a stint as a
suburban So-Cal Black punk, and onward to
bicycle-obsessed, graphic novelist and dad in
Oakland, this is a memoir of vignettes
uncovering origins as an artist, exploring
relationships, ruminating on trauma, and
ultimately finding his place in the flow of life.

Written & drawn by Frederick Noland. 220
pages for $20

Blacktooth Comics
The Cryptidnals #1: La Llorona, The Man-
dog, Spring-heeled Jack, The Goatman, Kid
Cthulhu and Quetzalcoatl must come together
as The Cryptidnals to stop El Ñango and his
legions of evil tulpas, sinister beings created
through the power of belief, from destroying
reality. It's cryptids vs. creepypasta! Written
by Ray Ramos with art from Dario Rodriguez.
32 pages for $4.99

Boom! Studios
The Seasons Have Teeth #1: Andrew, a
retired photographer, lives a life steeped in
regret after an unthinkable tragedy. But
everything shifts when the seasons change—
each one arrives as a personified, god-like
creature. As he risks everything to hunt down

Ablaze
The Mighty Barbarians #1: When an
unstoppable force starts consuming one world
after another, Sorceress Morgan Le Fey uses
her magic to assemble a team of skull-cracking
warriors who must somehow work to save all
of existence. Though their alliance is uneasy,
they’ll do whatever it takes to cut the heart out
of their mutual enemy, leaving a path of ruin
through everything and everybody who stands
in their way. Written by Michael Moreci with
art from Giuseppe Cafano. 32 pages for $3.99

Abrams Comicarts
Black & White: The Rise & Fall of Bobby
Fischer GN: The greatest chess player of all
time dropped out of high school to play chess
competitively, starting strong by being the
youngest grandmaster…then disappearing

By Zoe Hu
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Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter, will
capturing the perfect picture of each be enough
to find redemption? Written by Dan Watters
with art from Sebastian Cabrol. 32 pages for
$4.99

CEX Publishing
Josif 1957 #1: We all know and love Laika,
but what of JOSIF, the first gorilla in space?
Born on Stalin’s birthday and subjected to
terrible genetic experiments, Josif soon grew

far too powerful. The leadership of the Soviet
Union did all they could to stop him. But not
everything went as planned… Written by
Davide Barziwith art from Fabiano Ambu. 48
pages for $6.99

Conundrum Press
Crimson Quays: The Crimson Quays was just
a well-appointed tourist trap: a luxury travel
resort replete with swimming pools, musical
performances, amusement park rides and its

John Allison with art from Max Sarin. 32 pages
for $3.99

Hairball #1 (of 4): A young girl with a black
cat begins to suspect the innocuous beast is
behind all her troubles: her parents fighting,
family plagues and innumerable supernatural
horrors. As she tries to rid herself of this
creature, she discovers there may be a more
sinister terror at play. Written by Matt Kindt
with art from Tyler Jenkins. 32 pages for $5.99

DC Entertainment
DC Speechless #1: Gustavo Duarte brings his
style of humor to the DC Universe in six short
stories featuring funny moments in your
favorite superhe- roes’ lives! Where does

crowning glory—the zoo. Though the
beekeeper was tasked with the construction of
the zoo, he was rarely spotted at resort events,
instead spending evenings chasing other
zoological pursuits—specifically, an attempt
to crossbreed a new species of wolf that would
thrive in the resort’s arid climate. His odd
behavior went mostly unnoticed…until the
animals got out. Written by Jonathan Bousfield
with art from Igor Hofbauer. 64 pages for $20

Moon Boots: Chronicles of a Country
Crooner GN: When Lester LaFleur's
relationship is upended by a breakup with his
girlfriend, he decides to leave the city for good.
With his guitar on his back and cowboy boots
on his feet, Lester heads west across Canada,
playing his hurtin' songs in empty taverns and
to anyone who cares to listen. Written & drawn
by Lorenz Peter. 120 pages for $17

Dark Horse
All Eight Eyes #1 (of 4): In the forgotten
corners of a post-9/11 NYC, skittering shapes
in the darkness prey on the people society left
behind. College dropout Vin Spencer floats
through life in a drug-and-party-fueled haze,
until one terrible night sweeps him into a
drifter’s reckless war against the giant eight-
legged horrors stalking the city. Written by
Steve Foxe with art from Piotr Kowalski. 32
pages for $3.99

The Great British Bump Off #1 (of 4): When
she enters the country’s most beloved baking
competition, Shauna Wickle’s goal is to delight
the judges, charm the nation and make a few
friends. But when a fellow contestant is
poisoned, it falls to her to apprehend the culprit
while avoiding premature elimination…or
being the poisoner’s next victim! Written by
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Harley buy her mallets? What happens to
Superman’s radioactive clothes? What’s a day
off like for Cyborg? Find out in this entirely
silent comic! Written & drawn by Gustavo
Duarte. 56 pages for $5.99

Green Arrow #1 (of 6): The Emerald Archer
is lost, and it will take Oliver Queen’s whole
family to find him—but dangerous forces are
determined to keep them apart at any cost.
Written by Joshua Williamson with art from
Sean Izaakse. 32 pages for $3.99

Superboy: The Man of Tomorrow #1 (of 6):
After the events of Dark Crisis, Conner feels
out of place with the rest of the hero
community. He doesn’t fit in with the rest of

The Man in the McIntosh Suit TP: A
Filipino-American take on Depression-era noir
featuring mistaken identities, speakeasies, and
lost love. When migrant farm-worker Bobot's
cousin writes claiming to have spotted his
estranged wife in nearby San Francisco, he
swipes a co-worker's favorite nightclub suit
and heads to the big city to find her. Written &
drawn by Rina Ayuyang. 212 pages for $24.95

Fantagraphics
The Heavy Bright HC: The world lived in
harmony until the eggs appeared. One thousand
eggs, heavy as pure lead, which by some
mystical property, provoked greed and
violence in all who came in contact with them.
A family of brutish men managed to hoard the
eggs and build a misogynistic dynasty that held
all the land in an iron grip. Years later, Arna,
an orphaned young woman immune to the
beguiling power of the eggs, is charged with a

the Superman Family, and the world doesn’t
really need another Super in Metropolis.
Looking to the stars as a place he might be able
to call his own and carve out his own path,
Conner must find out if bravado and swagger
are enough to help him find his calling. Written
by Kenny Porter with art from Jahnoy Lindsay.
32 pages for $3.99

Unstoppable Doom Patrol #1 (of 6): After
the events of Lazarus Planet, more people than
ever have active metagenes. Most are misfits,
shunned and imprisoned by a fearful society.
Robotman, Elasti-Woman, and Negative Man
are joined by their brand-new teammates Beast
Girl and Degenerate and led by Crazy Jane's
mysterious new alter, the Chief, on a mission
of saving the world by saving the monsters.
Written by Dennis Culver with art from Chris
Burnham. 32 pages for $3.99

Drawn & Quarterly
20 Km/H TP: Every story in 20 KM/H toes
the line between pun and poetry, and lands
somewhere just short of a zen koan: come back
to it as often as you like, it will never quite read
the same way twice. Woshibai’s minimalist
renderings are a startlingly delightful cocktail
of existential dread and silent slapstick that
arrest the mind’s eye with equal parts humor
and grace. Written & drawn by viral sensation
Woshibai. 376 pages for $29.95

Girl Juice TP: Welcome to the Girl Juice
House, home of only the hottest gang in town.
Benji Nate’s stylish and rambunctious sense of
humor lovingly takes digs at the young and
tragically hip—reserved and introspective
Nana, comically hypersexual Bunny, fledgling
U-tuber Tula, and Designated Mom™ Sadie—
as they navigate life, love, and the pursuit of a
good time. Written & drawn by Benji Nate.
176 pages for $24.95
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monumental mission: hunt down these
formidable men, pilfer their eggs, and release
the bright from the heavy. Along the way, she
falls for the enchanting Sela, who shows her
how beautiful the world can be. Written &
drawn by Cathy Malkasian. 340 pages for
$39.99

:01 First Second Books
Hungry Ghost GN: Valerie Chu is quiet,
studious, and above all, thin. No one, not even
her best friend, Jordan, knows that she has been
binging and purging for years. But when
tragedy strikes, Val finds herself reassessing
her priorities, her choices, and her body. The

path to happiness may lead her away from her
hometown and her mother’s toxic
projections—but first she will have to find the
strength to seek help. Written & drawn by
Victoria Ying. 208 pages for $17.99

Graphic Universe
Another Band’s Treasure GN: In a small
village in Paraguay, Diego dreams of giving
music lessons to the children he sees each day.
The only problem: there aren't enough
instruments to go around. But when he and
Nicolas, a carpenter, look to a nearby landfill,
they see instruments in the making. Soon, a
paint can, a wooden plank, and a faucet knob
become the start of a violin—and their recycled
instruments give the kids in town new ways to
express themselves. Written & drawn by Hua
Lin Xie. 128 pages for $14.99

Image Comics
Ambassadors #1: Imagine you could gift
superpowers to six people. In a world of eight
billion, who do you choose? Join six of the

for the faint of heart. Written by Gerry Duggan
with art from Scott Koblish. 32 pages for $3.99

Junk Rabbit #1: A new hero rises from
mountains of consumer waste, mass
homelessness and devastating climate change.
Some call the hero an urban legend, but a select

few know that the Junk Rabbit has finally come
to be. Written & drawn by Jimmie Robinson.
32 pages for $3.99

Terrorwar #1: Blue City was the last livable
place on Earth, but now it’s crawling with
Terrors—creatures that transform into their
victim’s worst fears. Humanity’s last hope is a
man named Muhammad Cho, leader of a crew
of overworked and underpaid freelance
Terrorfighters. Written by Saladin Ahmed with
art from Dave Acosta. 32 pages for $3.99

W0RLDTR33 #1: In 1999, Gabriel and his
friends discovered the Undernet, a secret
architecture to the internet. They charted their
explorations on a messageboard called
W0RLDTR33, until someone hacked into it
and welcomed the violent hold the Undernet
had on them. Gabriel and his friends thought
they could seal the Undernet away for
good…but they were wrong. Written by James
Tynion IV with art from Fernando Blanco &
Jordie Bellaire. 32 pages for $3.99

Mad Cave
Exorcists Never Die #1: Syd Miller and Ellen
Blair are the world’s two premier combat
exorcists. The only problem? After a nuclear
breakup years ago, they can’t stand each other.
But when the biggest soul auction in history
kicks off beneath Los Angeles, Syd and Ellen

greatest artists in the industry for an enormous
story about ordinary people from around the
world explaining why it should be them.
Written by Mark Millar with art on the first
issue from Frank Quitely. 32 pages for $3.99

Deep Cuts #1: New Orleans, 1917. In its
bustling red-light district, a young clarinet
player lands a job with his hero but he’ll soon
discover there’s more to the music business
than playing the right notes. Written by Kyle
Higgins & Joe Clark with art from Danilo
Beyruth. 56 pages for $5.99

The Ginormous Kokjü #1 (of 3): This is a
tale of woe, of a monster with needs. Physical
needs. Like a bathroom, food…and most of all,
it needs to fuck. The only thing standing in its
way are the men and women of science. Not
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have no choice but to come together to raid the
Hellscraper, an infernal tower going straight
down into the Earth. With thousands of souls
on the line, Syd and Ellen must fight their way
to the bottom or die trying. Written by Steve
Orlando with art from Sebastián Píriz. 32 pages
for $4.99

Marvel
Captain America: Unforgiven #1: The
FORGIVEN have lost their way — defeat after
defeat has made them bitter and
bloodthirsty...and they're starting to like it! Can
Captain America bring them back into the
light? Or will they give in to their darker
natures? Written by Tim Seeley with art from
Sid Kotian. 40 pages for $4.99

Guardians of the Galaxy #1: One year ago,
the Guardians of the Galaxy were destroyed,
their optimistic future shattered by the betrayal
of one of their own. Now they ride the space
lanes of a lawless corner of the galaxy, trying
to outrun their tragedy. Can they rediscover
their heroism and humanity on the bleakest
frontier and forgive the failures of their past?
Or will they fade into the dark, eternally
unforgiven? Written by Collin Kelly & Jackson
Lanzing with art from Kev Walker. 40 pages
for $4.99

Guardians of the Galaxy: Bane of Blastaar
#1: Blastaar is back and has launched a new
inquisition to take over the galaxy. The
Guardians must act fast if they hope to stop
him, but this found family is having problems
of their own. Can the Guardians get it together
before it's too late? Written by Ralph Macchio
with art from Davide Tinto. 32 pages for $3.99

Penguin Workshop
Danger and Other Unknown Risks GN:
Here’s the deal—on midnight of January 1st,
2000, the world ended. But it wasn’t
technology that killed it: It was magic. Now,
years later, the Earth has transformed. Magic
works (sort of). People are happy (sort of). But
this new world isn’t stable, and unless
Marguerite de Pruitt and her canine pal, Daisy,
do something about it, it’ll tilt into deadly
chaos. Good thing they’ve been training their
whole lives for this and are destined to succeed.
Or so they think. Written by Ryan North with
art from Erica Henderson. 208 pages for $16.99

Scout
Count Dante #1 (of 6): Sydney Brown relives
his years fighting alongside Count Dante—an
iconic and controversial karate master from the
1970s. But while the reporter interviewing him
is excited to hear the salacious details of a crazy

Marvel’s Voices: Spider-Verse #1: An
anthology of Spider-hero stories, mostly
written by POC and/or queer people. Writing
from Cody Ziglar, Jeremy Holt, Steve Foxe, J.
Holtham and more with art from lots of other
people. 96 pages for $9.99

Planet of the Apes #1: The ALZ-113 virus has
rampaged across planet Earth, and humanity is
crumbling. While well-meaning researchers
hunt for a cure, a fanatical group of humans
has their own solution: Kill all apes.
Peacekeeper Juliana Tobon is one of the few
willing to stand against them, but the crisis is
spreading, and soon apes will witness the true
depths of human cruelty… Written by David
F. Walker with art from Dave Wachter. 40
pages for $4.99

Sins of Sinister: Dominion #1: A thousand
years of hell and damnation comes to end with
the loudest scream in history and for the truly
guilty, there is no escape. Can the future
change the present, or will we just make all the
same mistakes again? Either way, the present
will have to live with the future's sins. Written
by Kieran Gillen with art from Lucas Werneck
& Paco Medina. 56 pages for $5.99

Warlock: Rebirth #1 (of 5): Adam Warlock
was created to be the perfect human specimen.
Since then, Adam has gone on to be a cosmic
savior, defending the galaxy from the likes of
Thanos, the Universal Church of Truth and the
Magus. But what will happen when someone
who is stronger, faster and smarter than Adam
emerges? The next evolution of Warlock starts
here. Written by Ron Marz with art from Ron
Lim. 32 pages for $3.99
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:

Brian Hibbs
Katie Borrman
Zoe Hu
Katt Kelly

With
Max M.

305 Divisadero St.
(at Page)

SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

….are you experienced?

life—it is clear the time is bittersweet for
Brown. Written by JC Barbour with art from
Wes Watson. 32 pages for $4.99

Parting Ways #1: Gabriela is an immigrant
with aspirations of achieving her own
American Dream. Brandon is an army medic
with his sights set on becoming a doctor. These
two optimistic and determined souls should be

the perfect match... but doubts and fate
confront them at every turn. When each
experiences their personal ambitions
conflicting with shared dreams, will their love
survive? Written by Alex Scherkenbach with
art by Gustavo Novaes. 32 pages for $4.99

Silver Sprocket
Sucker GN: On an assignment to survey an
uninhabited Philippine Island marked for
commercial development, a jaded marine
biologist and a guileless underwater
photographer are surprised to find themselves
thrust back together after losing touch. The
straightforward mission gets complicated by
their discovery of a strange giant squid that was
thought to have gone extinct. As tensions rise
over the fate of the creature, EJ and Dani must
make their own choices about what's right, and
what they owe to each other. Written & drawn
by Elle Shivers. 64 pages for $15.99

Sumerian Comics
Soko #1 (of 4): A routine traffic stop for two
Serbian beat cops quickly descends into
corruption and betrayal as a dark trail of
evidence leads to the discovery of
unimaginable depravity. Written by Vanja
Miskovic & Steve Ekstrom with art from
Antonio Fuso. 32 pages for $3.99

Uncivilized Comics
First There Was Chaos: Hesiod’s Story of
Creation HC: Greek myth has inspired stories
and art for millennia. And yet some stories and
characters remain unfamiliar. First There Was
Chaos explores the formless, primordial, and
extraordinary forces that preceded the
Olympian gods. These tales of Creation
illustrate the creative process, giving cosmic
form to the universal struggles of all creators.
Written & drawn by Joel Priddy. 222 pages for
$34.95

Maple Terrace #1 (f 3): From a multiple-
award-winning cartoonist, Noah Van Sciver
comes the brand new three-part
autobiographical comic series, Maple Terrace.
Hilarious
a n d
f o r l o r n
s t o r i e s
from the
author’s
c h i l d h
o o d ,
s u r r o u n
ded by
9 0 s
c o m i c s ,
cartoons,
t o y s ,
deprivat
ion, and
p a i n f u l
nostalgia.
Written &
drawn by
Noah Van Sciver. 32 pages for $6

Whatnot Publishing
Gryffen #1 (of 6): Humans now reign over the
Milky Way as a fascist empire known as the
Sovereign Reach, and their most feared soldier
is the merciless Captain Lyla Gryffen. Six
months ago, they disappeared. One week
ago…they returned. Changed. Radicalized to
bring down the empire they once served. Now,
Captain Gryffen has a new mission – to recruit
a crew of rogue officers and mad scientists, and
set fire to the galaxy, no matter how many get
burnt along the way. Written by Ben Kahn with
art from Bruno Hidalgo. 24 pages for $3.99

RAMGØD #1: Clint Bowler, a former
troubled star athlete turned NCPD Beat Cop,
as he tries to balance his dueling
responsibilities as a cop and as a father. But his
teenage son, Malcolm, wants nothing to do
with him. That is until Clint is recruited by
Malcolm's favorite team in the world's most
dangerous sport, RAMGØD, after a video of
him chasing a perpetrator goes viral. Written
by Morgan & Owen Rosenblum with art from
Canaan White, Ren Spiller & Ismail Nihad. 32
pages for $4.99
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